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“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.”     
~ William Butler Yeats

Dear Parents, Students & Well-wishers of the SPS family,

My Heartiest Greetings to All of You!

First and foremost, I would like to express my deep sentiments
of gratitude to every one of you for your constant support, love
and concern towards the school which encourage us to strive
hard to carry forward the mission of spreading value-based
knowledge to one and all.

Converting every individual into a self-reliant and independent
citizen, our school provides an amalgam of scholastic and co-
scholastic activities. The variety and creativity of the articles in
this E-newsletter represent the talents of Sarafians. I
congratulate the entire team for their hard work and dedication
for making this E-newsletter. The reflection of the students and
teachers' creativity is the epitome of this E-newsletter.

It gives me immense pleasure to share that Saraf Public School
has once again awarded the best school in this entire region by
the Magazine ‘Education World’.

I also want to mention that three students of our school have
been selected to give demo of their project at one of the most
prestigious institutions IIT, Kharagpur.

It would be unfair if I miss out the name of Mahima Joshi of
grade 8th who got selected at National Level in Hindi Olympiad
and received award in Delhi at Trimurti Bhawan along with the
Hindi teacher Ms. Geeta Rai.

I take this opportunity to welcome Mr. Kultar Singh, Admin.
Officer, Ms. Sangeeta Batra, a Computer Teacher and Mr. Asim
in accounts department as an integral part of Saraf Family.

At last, I feel very excited to share that Saraf Public School has
taken a big initiative to organize "1st Khatima Open Run” on
22nd January, 2023 with the partnership ‘RUN2Live’ where
Athletes from all across group including foreign professionals
will participate.

I would like to express my best wishes to Board examinees for
their exams.

Wishing you a very Happy New Year 2023.

Thanks

Prakash Kumar
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TALE OF A GALLANTRY WINNER
Standing over the sky
I saw the procession passing by
Gazing upon their numb eyes
I could feel their sacrifice.

This is the tale of Gallantry Winner
Who punished the sinner
Of those who died on battlefield
While piercing the enemy's shield.

They were the heroes who were born
They were those who got all worn and torn
They were those who never fled
Destroyed the enemy with the courage they lead.

Even before death they were brave
It was thorny path that they paved
This is the tale of Gallantry Winner
Who for country's sake punished the sinner.

They were strong men with dating heart
They were people with soldier's caste
For them their country came first
Left for border, left other worldly thirst.

Now I'm gonna tell about one
Named Vikram Batra, mother India's son
Joined as officer in Indian army
Fought Kargil without thinking how it'll harm me.

He did all his best and fight
He was in a spot that was tight
To protect India was in his mind
Fought even if it was against time.

He was in so much pain
But it didn't go in vain
He became a teacher
To become like him I picture.

Watching the procession passing by
Even I wanted tooth for tooth and eye for eye
His death never haunt
To become like him is all now I want.

He motivated me so much
That army became my crush
His sacrifice motivates all mortals
And he became my role model.

At last it was a tale of a Gallantry Winner
Who punished the sinner
He died on the battlefield
While piercing the enemy's shield.

Manish Kanyal
X-A

TALE OF A TEENAGER

"Oh God! Look at her. I think she's 
suffering from an eating disorder.“

Have you seen that boy? It seems that
he's eating too much these days." "She
does not seem to have any friends.
Probably she is rude and mean. "Have
you ever read any of these comments?
Yes, I have heard those a dozens of
times. Teenage is the period of time
when you suffer from a lot of changes
and it's perfectly normal to have a
different body or to do things your own
way. If you don't have a lot of friends
and you are happy to be with your small
circle, that's fine. If you are not good at
sports or at something your friends are
excellent at, that's also fine . There's no
need to compare yourself with others.
Everyone is unique in their own way .
Body shaming is common once you hit
puberty. People have their right to speak
and you can not stop them. But you also
have a right not to listen to them
especially when you are the one being
talked about. Ignore the sentences that
criticize you. Instead prove with your
deeds that you are capable to achieve
anything. But just in case, If you are the
person who talks about someone's
physique or the task the person is not
good at, then I will ask you to stop being
that person.

Teenage years can be the most beautiful
years of one's life with loving parents ,
encouraging teachers, fun around
friends surrounded by. One only needs
to remember that it does nothing to
dwell on other people's comments. Stop
being pessimistic and try to see the
brighter side of the things. And ones you
do that, you will notice that the 'glass -
half- empty 'turns out to be 'glass -half-
full’.

Ananya Deopa

VIII-B
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AN EX SARAFIAN AS A YOUNG POET
Poem Dabur who passed out class XII in 2021-22, composed a book.

This book contains 25 Poems mostly in English, leading to a

phenomenal way of living a delightful life. By offering happiness,

love, joy and hope, the poems encounter the matter of daily life of an

ordinary person with a lot of diversity from healing of the Earth to

nation making or from a friend to a mother. The lines are full of

depth which by the end makes a complete sense. The poet has

vividly represented all her views on different races of life, made by

human race. And claims that Life Is Beautiful, if you happily live it by

responding to it with a positive attitude.
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YOUR CREATIVITY : YOUR STORY

PARAS BHATIYA- XIID KAVYA - XI C

JAGRITI JOSHI XI C MANSI GAHTORI– VII A

OM KAPRI - XIIC

MAYANK KHOLIYA- XIIC BHOOMIKA PANT- VIIA
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GANDHI & SHASHTRI JAYANTI 

Gandhi Jayanti is one of the important national festivals which commemorates the birth anniversary of the
Father of Nation ‘Mahatma Gandhi’. It recalls his struggle for making India free with his principles of ‘Truth’
and ‘Non-violence’. Lal Bahadur Shastri Jayanti is also an auspicious day which falls on the same day.

The school celebrated this day and paid heartfelt tribute to all the sacrifices they made for our country. The
program started with prestigious flag hoisting ceremony followed by National Anthem, melodious song by
choir and motivating speech.

At last tree plantation was done in the school campus by the Principal along with his team.
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DIWALI CELEBRATION

It is amazing how festivals bring people together. Diwali, the festivals of lights, enlightens the hearts and
brings joy to everyone. The festival was celebrated with utmost sparkling spirit in the campus.

The celebration comprised a bunch of exhilarating activities for the students. To apprise the students about
the hazardous effects of bursting crackers, the students made beautiful rangolis. The celebration started
with the prayer of Lord Ganesha and Goddess Laxmi.

This Diwali was somewhat special for many of the staff members as they received Long Service award in the
form of Gold Coins depending upon their tenure of service. Sweets and gifts were distributed to all staff
members.
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UTTARAKHAND DIWAS

“The place where the sky bows down in front of Himalayas, that is Devbhoomi Uttarakhand”.

Every year 9th of November is celebrated as the Uttarakhand formation day. It marks the 70-year old
struggle of the people of the hilly region for a separate state. On this 22nd anniversary of Uttarakhand,
SPS celebrated it with great enthusiasm. Many cultural programs were held to flaunt the beautiful
traditions practised by the people of Uttarakhand. The students sang melodious folk songs and danced
on “Pahari Tracks”.

The school also conducted an Inter-House Folk Dance Competition for junior students on this day. All the
four houses demonstrated the Pahari culture very beautifully but ultimately Neeti (Yellow) House was
declared as the winner of the event. The program ended with great pride and devotion towards
Devbhoomi.
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CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION 

“A child can always teach an adult three things: to be happy for no reason, to be always busy with
something and know how to demand with all his might what you want.”

Children's Day is celebrated every year on November 14 in India to commemorate the birth anniversary of
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, India's first Prime Minister. Just like previous years, this year too, SPS
acknowledged Children's Day with great zeal. We had a joyous celebration of the much-awaited, Children’s
Day in a very jolly manner. To make the day memorable, the teachers conducted a special morning
assembly. They went up to the stage dressed themselves like students in their school uniform and started
the daily morning prayer. Further, the teachers showcased many programs such as act and dance
performances to make the students enjoy their day. The celebration ended up with a 'Teachers vs.
Students Tug-of-War Tournament' which was a sight to see! The students were really thankful to their
teachers for making their day so unforgettable.
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CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION

Christmas is for joy, for giving and sharing, for laughter, for coming together with family and friends. It
was surely a Christmas to be remembered at SPS. The school wore a festive look with bells, balloons and
beautifully decorated Christmas tree. Our students felt sparkled in the celebration with their melodious
music and fantastic dances. The children were told about the birth of Jesus Christ and the Santa Claus.
The essence of Christmas came alive when Santa Claus himself moved around distributing sweets and
gifts to the children.
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION OF TEACHERS

Last working day of each month we celebrate the birthdays of the teachers whose birthday fall in that
particular month.

NEW YEAR CELEBRATION

On 31st of December, Saraf Public School organised New year celebration for the students and teachers.
Performances arranged by teachers and class 12th entertained the audience. Solo dance performances
and musical acts put the attention on hold. Dance performance by Arpita , Ali Raza and group of Pahadi
dancers amazed everyone. Musical performances by various teachers and group of students were also
enjoyed. Lastly Principal sir addressed the gathering with his motivating words and best wishes for the
year 2023. The program turned out to be a great success.
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EDUCATIONAL MAGIC SHOW

An educational Magic Show was demonstrated on 15th October by a person from Red Cross Society,
Khatima. Through this magic show, the students were made aware about water conservation, tree
plantation, cleanliness, blood donation and many more.

BOOK FAIR
“Books are the treasured wealth of the world and the fit inheritance of generations and nations.” – Henry
David Thoreau.
There are many people who think books as a part of their life. This year, SPS organised a Book Fair in the
school auditorium in which a variety of books were arranged. Many renowned publications and publishing
houses such as Scholastic India, Penguin Books India, Rupa Publications, Bloomsbury, etc. exhibited their
books and education related products. Many stalls were set up to exhibit a range of books that contained
fiction, non-fiction, educational, and fun related books. It was a great opportunity of having varied choice of
books. Books were purchased in great number by the students, parents and teachers to expand their
knowledge and have the best habit of book reading. The fair spread the message that books are our best
friends and companions that enlarge our vision and make our life more meaningful.
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ATL TINKERING DAY

As per the guidelines of NITI Aayog, we celebrated ATL Tinkering Day on 14th November 2022. Earlier on
November 14, in a first of its kind occurrence, around 1.5 lakh students from more than 5000 schools all
over India in the Atal Tinkering Labs programme of the Atal Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog took part in a
unique mega tinkering activity on the occasion of Children's day.

Our students also participated in the event and showcased their projects using DC Motor, Propellor,
Battery and connecting wires. They enjoyed a lot during their practical learning. Leader of the school Mr.
Prakash Kumar creates enthusiasm amongst the students to foster the innovation.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT FOR YIP, KHARAGPUR

Our students participated in the competition for Young Innovators Program offered by IIT, Kharagpur. One
team is selected out of 8 teams registered for the National Level competition. Master Pratyush Pandey,
Master Shubh Rajput and Master Pawan Kalkhuriya are preparing their model on their selected idea for
the competition which is going to be held in January 2023 at IIT, Kharagpur. We wish them all the best for
their success.
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INTER HOUSE ATHLETIC MEET

Inter-House Athletic Meet was held for the students of Classes III to XI. The athletic events were 100 mtr,
200 mtr, 400 mtr and relay race. Apart from these events Football, Basketball, Kho-kho, Handball and
Volleyball matches were also organised.
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SAY NOoooooooo TO DRUGS

Alcohol and drug use and abuse increase the risk of suicide and the risk of injury or death due to various
accidents. Substance abuse may even result in death due to drug related interactions. Sarafians held a
campaign on 24th December, 2022 to make the common people aware about the consequences of the uses
of drugs. The campaign was started from the school campus to the Main Chauraha, Khatima.
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A PICNIC TO KAKRA CROCODILE TRAIL

Middle Year Students visited the Crocodile Trail at Narayanpur, Khatima, Uttarakhand. The students saw the
crocodiles and enjoyed different activities over there. They played different kinds of games and took snacks
during their picnic. It was a beautiful and amazing day for them.
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EDUCATION TOUR TO AGRA, FATEHPUR SIKRI & JAIPUR
Education is to impart knowledge to students. Students gain knowledge and upgrade their skills by using the

concepts they newly learn. Educational tours play an important role in educating students in a practical and

interesting manner. Something that is seen in real can be easily perceived than something that we simply

read in book. So taking students to trips related to their academics can help them learn much better.

Educational tours can also be a way to fun and recreation.

The basic reason for educating students is to let them know more and dig deep into many concepts and
explore them. This cannot be fulfilled only with the help of text books and classroom learning. So, SPS
organised an educational tour to Agra, Fatehpur Sikri and Jaipur for the students of classes 8th to 12th to
make them know more in detail about the Indian history. The tour was organised under the supervision of
an expert tour operating company "Ritu Tours & Camps" which arranged good guides at all the places to
explain the things properly to the students so that they could learn the historical facts more effectively.
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UTTARAKHAND MEGA DANCE COMPETITION

Tanakpur Ramleela Samiti organised Uttarakhand Mega

Dance competition in which Himanshi Rawat of Grade 7 got

first position out of more than 60 participants and had been

honoured with a trophy and a cash amount of Rs.12,500.

ACHIEVEMENTS

TOP RANKED IN EDUCATION WORLD

"Education is the most powerful weapon which can be used to change the world" ~Nelson Mandela

Education World - The human development magazine was promoted in 1999 as India's - and Asia's - first
education news and analysis magazine with the mission statement ‘to build the pressure of public opinion
to make education the number 1 item on the National agenda’. Education World in association with C fore,
presents the education world India school rankings that rates and ranks India's best and top schools in
over 300 cities . SPS for its contribution in the field of education got top ranking in Education World. It's a
great achievement for Saraf.

NATIONAL SPACE QUIZ AND N.A.R.C. 
COMPETITION

Miss Arayana from Class 8th scored 76% in National Space
Quiz 2022 organised by NITI Aayog from 4th October to 10th

October 2022.
Master Aviral Saxena from Class 8th Unlocked 1 Activity
trophy in National All Rounder Championship Summer 2022.
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Sl. No. Team Name Participants Name

1 Avishkaars Gurnoor Kaur, Akshita Saluja and Deepka Arya of Class IX

2 The Inventors Anjali Kunwar, Navdeep Kaur and Tanishqa Saluja of Class IX

3 Pista Green Avni Agarwal and Pawani Vashishth of Class XI

SHEPRENEUR TRAINING TO GIRLS TEAM PARTICIPATED IN ATL MARATHON 2021
3 projects from our school had been selected for ShePreneur program (in collaboration with AIM, LLF and

supported by Dell technologies). The bootcamp was organised from 2nd Nov to 6th Nov (9:00 AM to 1:00

PM). This program offered a specialized entrepreneurship skill development opportunity and exclusive

expert mentorship from Dell Technologies to enable the girl students to transform their ideas from the

marathon into an entrepreneurial opportunity. This program was implemented by Learning Links

Foundation with the support from Dell Technologies and in collaboration with Atal Innovation Mission,

NITI Aayog.

which is celebrated on the birth anniversary of Bharat
Ratna Late Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Ji. Sarafians
participated with their curiosity and enthusiasm in the
Students' Interactive Program whereas Mahima Joshi
participated in junior category and Arpita Tiwari in
senior category of Inter School Lead Competition. Both
of these students from SPS presented themselves
fantastically in front of the hosting school as well as
the other six participating schools. Mahima Joshi
grabbed first position and Arpita Tiwari secured
second position in this Inter-School Lead Competition
and added one more feather of laurel in SPS cap.

STUDENTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM (SIP) ATTEND BY 2 WINNER TEAMS

The students of Team Tinkerers Master Dhruv Dabur, Master Kundan Singh Kotwal and Master Ankur
Kumar Rai attended a 15 days Online Bootcamp conducted by IBM technologies from November 15 2022
onwards.

The students of Team Challengers Miss Tanuja Bhatt, Miss Princi Bisht and Miss Avantika Bisht participated
in an online boot camp which started from 9th November onwards for 15 days organised by Learning Link
Foundation (LLF) in associated with NITI Aayog.

In ATL Marathon this year, 2 teams have been selected at National Level and 3 teams in Top 10 in
Uttarakhand state.

SHOWCASE OF SARAFIANS' BRIGHTNESS IN INTER- SCHOOL LEAD COMPETITION
Showcase of Sarafians' Brightness in Inter- School Lead Competition Nosegay Public School Khatima

organised Students' Interactive Program & Inter School Lead Competition on World Students' Day
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Various students from Class II to VIII participated in Hindi Olympiad. More than 500 schools all over India

participated in this Olympiad. All the participating students were guided by the Hindi teacher Ms. Geeta Rai.

Mahima Joshi from Grade 8 secured her position in A+ Special category in the Olympiad. She was invited by

the Hindi Vikas Institute to get awarded at Trimurti Bhawan, New Delhi. She was awarded by Gold Medal

and Trophy for her wonderful performance.

ACHIEVEMENTS

ABACUS CHAMPIONS FROM SARAF

Students of Saraf Public School participated in

Abacus Championship at regional level through

online mode.

Pranjal Mittal secured 2nd Position, Aadhya Agarwal
secured 3rd position and Tanisha Mittal secured 4th
Position.
They were awarded with Trophies for their
achievement.

MAHIMA JOSHI : TOPPER OF HINDI OLYMPIAD 

VIDYARTHI VIGYAN MANTHAN 2022 (VVM)

Vidyarthi Vigyan Manthan (VVM), is a National program for educating and popularizing science among

school students of VI to XI standards. Objectives of VVM is to create interest among students in pure

science, To educate school children about India's contributions from tradition to modern, to the world of

science and technology & To provide hands-on training to students through workshops and other events.

18 students stood School toppers. 10 students were District Rankers and 10 students were selected for

State Camp which is going to be held on 5th February, 2023 at Dehradun.

VVM 2022 - District Rankers
Junior Category

Sl. No NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS RANK
1 PRAKRITI PANDEY 7 2
2 NIVARANDEEP KAUR 8 3

Senior Category
1 ASHWIN BHATT 9 2
2 ABHAY BANSAL 10 1
3 LOKESH SINGH 10 2
4 PRATYUSH PANDEY 10 3
5 KRISH GOYAL 11 1
6 DEVANSH BANSAL 11 2

Total 8 students
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STATE LEVEL CAMP SELECTED STUDENTS

Venue: Dehradun, Date: 5th February 2023
Sl. No NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS

1 BHOOMIKA PANDEY 6

2 PRAKRITI PANDEY 7

3 MADHAV BHATIA 7

4 ASHWIN BHATT 9

5 ABHAY BANSAL 10

6 LOKESH SINGH 10

7 PRATYUSH PANDEY 10

8 SHREYA KULAURA 10

9 KRISH GOYAL 11

10 DEVANSH BANSAL 11

VVM School Toppers
Sl. No. STUDENT NAME CLASS RANK

1 BHOOMIKA PANDEY 6 1
2 HARSHIT KHOLIYA 6 2
3 PRAKRITI PANDEY 7 1
4 MADHAV BHATIA 7 2
5 DARSHIKA KANYAL 7 3
6 NIVARANDEEP KAUR 8 1
7 KUSHAGRA BELWAL 8 2
8 ANVESHA 8 3
9 ASHWIN BHATT 9 1

10 DEEPIKA ARYA 9 2
11 RAGHAV AGARWAL 9 2
12 SIDDHARTH BORA 9 3
13 ABHAY BANSAL 10 1
14 LOKESH SINGH 10 2
15 PRATYUSH PANDEY 10 3
16 KRISH GOYAL 11 1
17 DEVANSH BANSAL 11 2
18 HARSH GAJWANI 11 3
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INTER-HOUSE COMPETITIONS
Inter-House Activities are an integral part of any educational institutions and SPS is maintaining this

competitive practice very effectively. Different competitions are conducted every now and then to have the

all-round development of the students. Following competitions were conducted during the current quarter:

Date Event Names Winning House

01-10-2022 Mask Making Competition (VI-VIII) NEETI (Yellow) House
12-10-2022 Science Quiz (VI-VIII) BHAKTI (Green) House
12-10-2022 Volley Ball Tournament (IX-XII Boys) NEETI (Yellow) House
12-10-2022 Tug of War (III-V) KIRTI (Red) House
20-10-2022 Football Tournament (IX-XII Boys) NEETI (Yellow) House
20-10-2022 English Quiz (III-V) NEETI (Yellow) House
21-10-2022 Football Tournament (VI-VIII Boys) KIRTI (Red) House
21-10-2022 Rangoli Making Competition (III-V) KIRTI (Red) House
22-10-2022 Rangoli Making Competition (IX-XII) NEETI (Yellow) House
09-11-2022 Group Dance Competition (III-V) NEETI (Yellow) House
10-11-2022 English Quiz (VI-VIII) BHAKTI (Green) & NEETI (Yellow) House
12-11-2022 Display Board Decoration (VI-XII) NEETI (Yellow) House
12-11-2022 Hand Ball Tournament (VI-XII) KIRTI (Red) House
16-11-2022 EVS Quiz (III-V) NEETI (Yellow) & SHAKTI (Blue) House
19-11-2022 Cater-Pillar Race Competition KIRTI (Red) House
23-11-2022 EVS and GK Quiz (I-II) KIRTI (Red) House
26-11-2022 Basket Ball Tournament (IX-XII) NEETI (Yellow) House
30-11-2022 English Debate Competition (IX-XII) SHAKTI (Blue) House
07-12-2022 100 mtr. Race (III – IV Boys) NEETI (Yellow) House
07-12-2022 100 mtr. Race (III – IV Girls) BHAKTI (Green) House
07-12-2022 200 mtr. Race (III – IV Boys) KIRTI (Red) House
07-12-2022 200 mtr. Race (III – IV Girls) NEETI (Yellow) House
07-12-2022 Long Jump (III – IV Boys) NEETI (Yellow) House
07-12-2022 Long Jump (III – IV Girls) BHAKTI (Green) House
08-12-2022 Relay Race (III – IV Boys) BHAKTI (Green) House
08-12-2022 Relay Race (III – IV Girls) KIRTI (Red) House
08-12-2022 100 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Boys) BHAKTI (Green) House
08-12-2022 100 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Girls) BHAKTI (Green) House
09-12-2022 200 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Boys) BHAKTI (Green) House
09-12-2022 200 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Girls) KIRTI (Red) House
09-12-2022 Long Jump (V – VI Boys) NEETI (Yellow) House
09-12-2022 Long Jump (V– VI Girls) KIRTI (Red) House
09-12-2022 Relay Race (V – VI Boys) KIRTI (Red) House
09-12-2022 Relay Race (V – VI Girls) BHAKTI (Green) House
10-12-2022 100 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Boys) SHAKTI (Blue) House
10-12-2022 100 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Girls) BHAKTI (Green) House
10-12-2022 200 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Boys) KIRTI (Red) House
10-12-2022 200 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Girls) SHAKTI (Blue) House
10-12-2022 400 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Boys) KIRTI (Red) & SHAKTI (Blue) House
10-12-2022 400 mtr. Race (VII - VIII Girls) KIRTI (Red) House
13-12-2022 Maths Quiz (I-II) SHAKTI (Blue) House
14-12-2022 Maths Quiz (III-V) BHAKTI (Green) House
14-12-2022 Long Jump (VII – VIII Boys) KIRTI (Red) House
14-12-2022 Long Jump (VII– VIII Girls) SHAKTI (Blue) House
14-12-2022 Shot-Put (VII – VIII Boys) NEETI (Yellow) House
14-12-2022 Shot-Put (VII– VIII Girls) BHAKTI (Green) House
15-12-2022 Relay Race (VII – VIII Boys) SHAKTI (Blue) House
15-12-2022 Relay Race (VII – VIII Girls) SHAKTI (Blue) House
15-12-2022 Relay Race (IX - XI Boys) KIRTI (Red) House
21-12-2022 Maths Quiz (VI-VIII) BHAKTI (Green) House
22-12-2022 Maths Quiz (IX-XII) NEETI (Yellow) House
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INTER SCHOOL ENGLISH DEBATE COMPETITION

"Power to the voice is power to the people.“

SPS conducted an Inter School Debate Competition on the theme 'Should schools block the sites like
Facebook, YouTube, Instagram etc. on their computers?' on 17th December. 8 schools from U.S. Nagar
participated in this competition. The aim of organising the competition was to hone the public speaking
skills of the students and teach them to articulate while expressing their thoughts and opinions. The session
was Kaleidoscope of opinions, thoughts and perspective that enhanced the knowledge and understanding
about pros and cons of social media. The event was judged by Ms Pinky Bhatt (Lect. Degree College,
Khatima), Ms Sukhjeet Kaur (Lect. G.G.I.C., Khatima) and Ms Chaitali Joshi (HOD English SPS). Saraf Public
School did not claim for the trophy but competed for the best speaker. Little Scholars School, Kashipur
secured 1st position, Hind Public School, Khatima grabbed 2nd position and Nosegay Public School, Khatima
got 3rd position in this competition. Ishan Punetha from Little Scholars School, Kashipur and Arpita Tiwari
from Saraf Public School, Khatima were declared the best speakers.

COMPETITIVE PLATFORM
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GOLD MEDAL GRABED BY SARAFIANS

Various students from top 45 school of Udham

Singh Nagar participated in Athletic Meet at Sports

Stadium, Tanakpur. In which 5 students of our

school Master Sahil Singh Adhikari, Miss Khushi

Bisht, Miss Komal Pokhariya, Miss Deepika Basera

and Master Mayank Airy secured Gold medals. Apart

from the above students 2 students secured 2nd

position and grabbed Silver and 3 students secured

3rd position with Bronze medals. 5 gold medallists

have been selected for National level and are ready

to go to Nasik, Maharashtra to show their ability.

COMPETITIVE PLATFORM

SKATING CHAMPIONS AT DISTRICT LEVEL

1st Inter-school Roller Skating Championship was organised by Rudrapur District Roller Skating Academy

in Rudrapur on 13th November 2022. Total 10 students participated in this event and secured different

positions.

Medals Secured Students Name Category Event

Gold
Sanvi Baghel Under 9 200 mtr. Race

Siddhi Joshi Under 11 200 mtr. Race

Silver 

Lakshita Joshi Under 9 200 mtr. Race

Aadhya Agarwal Under 9 200 mtr. (Inline)

Sanvi Baghel Under 9 300 mtr. Race

Aditya Joshi Under 11 300 mtr. Race (Quads)

Bronze 

Kunj Bora Under 7 200 mtr. Race (Quads)

Siddhi Joshi Under 11 300 mtr. Race

Nishant Joshi Under 11 300 mtr. Race (Quads)

Aniket Pant Under 11 200 mtr. Race (Quads)
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LAURELS OF KHEL MAHAKUMBH

With the aim to encourage maximum student participation and promote healthy and fierce competition,
the Department of Sports and Youth Affairs has initiated organizing different athletics competitions for all
age groups of boys, girls, men, and women in different states in the name of Khel Mahakumbh.

Students of SPS participated in different sports under different categories and brought laurels to the
school under the guidance of Mr. Pramod Negi, Mr. Kamal Bisht, Ms. Sudha Singh, and Ms. Tulsi Kharayat.
Here is a glance of our achievers of Khel Mahakumbh.

Age Group Event Participants Level Achievements

Under 17 Girls Handball

*Khushi Bisht, *Komal Pokhariya, *Deepika 

Basera, *Harshita Bora, Ridh, Meena Jethi, 

Prachi Samant, Anshika, Akanksha Bisht, 

Reya Sharma

District

Silver Medal

*Selected for 

State Level

Under 17 Boys Handball

Sahil Adhikari, Rishabh, Ankit Airy, Priyanshu, 

Manish, Abhinay Kharakwal, Harshit, Ayush

Mehar, Rehan Chufal

District Silver Medal

Under 17 Boys 
(Sports Academy)

Handball
Rohan, Ayush, Jatin, Shivansh, Ritik, Ekansh, 

Ashwin, Aditya, Gaurav, Piyush
District

Bronze Medal

*Selected for 

State Level
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AN INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PROFESSOR

On December 26, Dr. Kulraj Singh - a business management professor at Mississippi State University in the 
United States took a two hour long session with classes 9th, 10th and 11th. 

Students through the session learned the importance of different academic disciplines for career as well as
life. He also touched on the art of framing proper questions to be the most essential element of learning.
The session started with students listening closely but ended with a resounding engagement and two way
involvement by our students.

BRAIN STORMING WORKSHOP
A brain storming exercise workshop was organised for SPS students on 7th November, 2022. The resource

person, Mr. Rajendra Chand conducted brain storming exercises using music therapy. Meditation to open

sixth sense was also conducted.

CAREER COUNSELLING BY DR. NIDHI & MR. KAMLESH
SPS organised a career counselling session for Class XII students in the auditorium. With a plethora of

career options available in the contemporary times, the role of career counselling session becomes

indispensable. The session was conducted by Dr. Nidhi and Mr. Kamlesh. Students were made aware of

the different options in various professions and courses they could pursue based on the subject choices

they have made. The session was immensely enriching and interesting.



UPCOMING EVENTS

❑ Workshop for Teachers

❑ Lohri/Makar Sankranti

❑ Khatima Open Run (K10K)

❑ Republic Day Celebration

❑ Vasant Panchami /Saraswati Puja

❑ Annual Cultural Meet

❑ Inter-House Competitions and Winning House

❑ Special Assembly

❑ Holi Celebration

❑ Annual Result of the Academic Session
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